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CONFLICT IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION 

AND ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AFFECT 

CONFLICT  

Patrick Thelen, Radboud University Nijmegen 

ABSTRACT 

Unresolved strife can affect your company culture, worker execution and maintenance, 

and foot line. Employees are bound to have differences from time to time. Whether it's a 

misconception over who did what, a clash of thoughts or a tangle of individual connections, 

struggle is inescapable in any work environment. How you handle those clashes can make a 

world of contrast to the victory of your company. There are a few communication procedures 

that managers, directors, HR executives (and indeed representatives) can ace to effectively 

resolve work environment struggle in inventive ways. Compelling struggle determination 

aptitudes and arrangements are basic within the working environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Whereas a fumbled struggle can be negative to your commerce, a legitimately dealt with 

strife can spare your trade time and cash, as well as move forward colleague connections, worker 

execution, maintenance rates, communication abilities and workplace culture. With the correct 

communication procedures in put, be able turn a potential emergency into a beneficial discourse 

(Allard et al., 2011). You will be hearing what your colleagues need to say, but are you really 

tuning in to them? People's minds regularly meander when others are talking, particularly in a 

bunch setting, and they do not really assimilate what's been said. Indeed in advanced 

communications, it's simple to perused a message and instantly disregard around it. Gamlem 

emphasized the significance of making a culture where individuals truly tune in to each other. 

Utilize unbiased dialect and partitioned the other individual from the issue (Chuang et al., 2004). 

It is way better to talk in dialect, as contradicted to dialect to maintain a strategic distance from 

the other individual feeling assaulted. For case, saying I feel underestimated in my position is 

progressing to be more compelling than saying you do not esteem my work. Using "you" dialect 

will as it were cause the other individual to urge protective, which doesn't bode well for strife 

determination. 

Just because you will share a task or project with a colleague doesn’t mean you are 

identical person with identical temperament traits. Humans area unit utterly totally different, and 

generally, if you hunted for ways in which to make that helpful to the duty, you’ll notice the 

positives among the positives among the variations. Watch if you’re growing irritated with a 

colleague as a result of but they act otherwise than you. Instead, try to acknowledge their 

strengths and therefore the manner your variations can work on. Establishing a company culture 

that normalizes inclusion, diversity, and effective communication can facilitate decrease the need 

for communication and conflict resolution among the work (Gelfand et al., 2008). The 

dissimilarity among the ideas and opinions of individuals cause a conflict. One has got to modify 
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with each other to some extent to avoid conflicts and better relations. Conflicts and fights ought 

to be prevented to avoid its adverse consequences like stress. Our communication should be clear 

and precise to avoid conflicts (Rahim & Bonoma, 1979). First you be really clear what you 

propose to convey to the alternative individual. The thoughts ought to be strictly place into wise 

and relevant words for the others to understand well. Never use words that may hurt the 

emotions of others and avoid victimization disparaging sentences. Don’t use too troublesome 

terminologies as a result of the choice person will not comprehend it well (Vaara et al., 2012). 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Never be boisterous and continuously be exceptionally cautious approximately your pitch 

and tone. Be neighborly and persuading. Make your point exceptionally clear but don't yell on 

others as he might feel terrible and it might go against you. Anxiety and inessential tensions. 

Communication encompasses an enormous role to play in conflict management. it has been 

determined that poor communication forever finally ends up in misunderstandings and 

eventually conflicts. 
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